Executive Cabinet Minutes – Associated Students of Colorado State University
August 30th 2017, Senate Chambers, Lory Student Center
Clerk: Eddie Kendall
/Start of Minutes/ 6:32 PM
Gallery Input
Director Johnson: Thanks for coming to community walk
COS Wise: Grill the buffs did an amazing job
Director Gertner: Thanks to everyone who came out to grill the buffs
Consent Agenda
Motion: To approve by slate, the consent agenda. Moved chair powers, passed by consent.
Guest Speakers
Chair Brown: Please give our guest speakers your attention. Fred Haberecht will be our first speaker
Note: Presentation by Fred Haberecht – Facilities Guest Presentation
Fred Haberecht: Your president was at our masterplan meeting earlier this month and we decided it
would be good for us to come in and give you an overview of current projects and also context around
Clark. Several projects have been completed around campus from a variety of funding, biology $57
million in fees, health center from fees and chemistry being our first state project in years. Warner, the
Michael Smith Natural Resource Building is a 38,000 sq. Ft $23million building to be finished in late fall
of 2018. This building like almost all the current buildings on campus is through major funding. Also
through students there is also a million dollars of funding. We did some work over the summer to get
some pedestrian work around it. The human performance clinical work by Moby C has also through
fundraising also added a small addition to do research. On south campus, also through major
philanthropy, $42 Million from John Malone and other development by VTH on the south campus. This
one is going hot and heavy and will be done fall of 2018. On campus the JBS Global Food Innovation
Center on the South side of animal science, we will start seeing construction in the month. The Health
Education Outreach Center in addition to the existing Anatomy/Zoology will include more human and
neuro anatomy labs through funding from national western in Denver. Part of this participation will
encourage high school kids to have careers in STEM. This will include week long programs. The
Richardson design center will be on the corner of meridian and lake and is also a major gift from the
Richardson's some $8.1 million they donated and other fundraising for this $18M project will also
include maker space and move some programs out of Aylesworth. In 2020 we see them tearing down
Newsom and Aylesworth and is in the 2020-2021 timeframe. Internally we are calling this boom litter
projects except TMI all the rest are about $20 million additions supported by private donations. Any
questions about what is going on around campus? We won't see the same kind of construction and
disruption as last year these are relatively small projects. Since 2010 $1.4 billion on campus, over the
last 10 years 8M sq. Ft. to 12M sq. Ft. increase in campus footprint. So, let's look at masterplan we will
go through this relatively quickly. This is state mandated and required every 10 years, we are in about 5
years and in 18-19 we will be reaching out for further consideration. It makes some assumptions that
30,000 students will be RI, currently we are sitting at 28,500 RI students. It also assumes that the
campus, the physical campus will remain an important place. It assumes that we won't be acquiring
more property. In the last 20 years we have expanded considerably. We saw today giving a tour of our
biology building notice that these are open labs, very flexible space. Both the physical campus outside
and insider need to be a flexible space. This goes to Clark where we need to invest in our current
infrastructure but be mindful of tuition. I have two children here so I can understand that. Me as a
landscape designer understands that in our expansion we must be intentional when constructing new
buildings that there is a sense of openness and unique character. A product of growing in this small
footprint we also will see a larger use of public transport. Some 20% consider transit their primary way

of getting to campus. Parking supply will continue to be challenging. Utility infrastructure will also get
greater. Our impact on the community and the community impact on us will continue to grow. There is
more of us living in a tighter space. When we went on the neighborhood walk we saw this town and
gown interface is important. This map shows some of the footprints for projects and you will notice that
there is open space and views, we don't want to kill the goose that laid the golden egg. Having this 42acre park as the center of student life and connection to the mountains is important and one reason
why the stadium was not built to the west. This slide that talks about preservation of green space also
shows that. Should there be views to the mountains, yes, yes to all these things. Our next slide a
framework for transportation is like a hub and spoke. Our center is for social interaction and we know
that a quarter come to campus from each edge and parking is set up accordingly. Now with the latest
iteration of the horn we now have a circular network on campus. When we proposed this, we thought
that this would be an unused resource, what we are finding is that we are having 100,000s of thousands
of trips each year. This next slide shows the survey of colleges and universities like us built after WWWII.
Some 40% of our campus is still legacy buildings the 1st portion of the LSC was opened in 1962, Clark in
1968. 1954-1968 was our great boom time and even sparked larger than the national average. They are
not always really adaptable. We have a lot of building space in our portfolio but not a lot of adaptability.
In the 70's and 80's we see this drop off. What this means for campus is we grew up but we want to
preserve our green space. Laurel village was built originally but renovated to hold 600 residents and
other amenities. Lake St. Garage is also an example of a rebuild that holds more complex roles such as
office space. Through this phase we have invested in existing buildings. Eddy being an example where
we did a facelift and infrastructure rebuild and added more spaces, and there are a lot more on the list.
Shepardson from 1939 is a great example. The original chemistry, the ERC and many more are these
legacy buildings that need considerable work. But we continue to hear it. $40 to $50M would be needed
for renovation for Clark. With that, questions?
Speaker Brown: We will now move into 15 minutes of questions.
Director Syron: Great talk first of, first question on Clark any future renovations in the near future?
Fred Haberecht: We looked at some renovations, buildings of that age with that scrim on there not
letting sunlight on is good for energy efficiency. High tech buildings like this one are also good for that
with electrochemical glass. We have gone and presented in May and went to Denver and talked to
College of Lib arts. Most projects now are major donor funded, there simply is no state funding.
Director Syron: Thank you for your time.
Assn Senator Murray: Thank you for your presentation. How many facelift buildings have asbestos in
their walls?
Fred Haberecht: In 1960's buildings it is common to find asbestos but it is usually not airborne it is
encapsulated and hence not a health hazard. I cannot go building by building but once there is a
renovation it is removed. There has not been specific activity that targets it because it is not an
environmental risk. If it is left in place it is safe.
Sentor Dallas: Thanks for coming to speak. I noticed they expected to add 7,000 more by 2020.
Fred Haberecht: It is not actually 2020, that is a stress test, this is more a test for how many at what mix
can support the university and keep a student-faculty ration that is appropriate. We are currently
growing at a 1-1.5% growth rate.
Sentor Dallas: You also mentioned a large housing project around 2020?
Fred Haberecht: If we continue to grow at this rate we know that we won't be able to meet our
commitment to on campus student housing.
Sentor Dallas: So, there is a commitment to students being able to live on campus?
Fred Haberecht: 6,200 beds at 99% full we want all students to still have access to this opportunity we
can consider building more with this plan.
Sentor Dallas: Is CSU considering any off-campus housing projects?

Fred Haberecht: Only the redevelopment of Aggie Village, Aggie Village South into upper class, grad and
Intl students, we weren't expecting it to be that appealing as it is, so it is very competitive in the
marketplace but we have no plans really for off-campus housing.
Senator Bunting: So, I was wondering with new construction and renovation are we adding more LEED
Gold Certifications?
Fred Haberecht: The state is basing it on energy not LEED standard so we are committing to state
energy standards, building codes and energy codes are starting to trump LEED. We will start to see more
LEED gold buildings but in the future LEED may be irrelevant.
Director Taylor: Regarding Clark, is there university interest?
Fred Haberecht: There are significant pushes from students and many students are very familiar to the
building and there is interest in the college of lib arts, but there are also concerns in Shepardson and
chemistry and many buildings to consider in less livable buildings.
Senator Aubrey: With projected growth is there any potential for new parking structures on campus or
will it be focused on getting students to switch to alt transportation.
Fred Haberecht: The general masterplan has parking structures planned in Moby and we are trying to
add them to every side of campus. We currently are not seeing that pressure, everyone gets a free bus
pass and other means and we see use at 90% so if the campus grew and demand also increased we
could. It is also good to remember parking is an enterprise which means they are self-funded so a major
parking initiative would need to be paid by fees so there is this balance. They have tried working to get
people to use the less used lots recently through pricing, convenience and traffic.
Senator Cheadle: What is your plan for increasing alt transportation?
Fred Haberecht: Around the horn has expanded to pick up the south residence halls and you will see
this year that ATFAB has targeted those priorities some could be in bicycle facilities. We have seen the
need for that. There is a missing piece around the rec center which is a $350,000 project that needs to
be completed.
Chair Brown: We are now out of time for Q&A if you could thank our presenter.
Forever Green Presentation
Director Gertner: Hi everyone thanks for coming out again we really appreciate it. Today we want to talk
about forever green started in 2003, now it is just a freshman T-shirt we want to make it bigger and
better. Here are some ideas to do that. Part of forever green T shirt is a competition during elections,
they are never brand standard and that is a problem so we were thinking that we would actually use our
graphics team to design this and let them choose. Also, the 70 things to do list, we want to incorporate
this with everything we do. We are thinking of having the ambassadors work with this, like an interactive
70 things where you send in pictures and get a cord for doing them all. We are also thinking of working
with OTP to send out monthly newsletters to the incoming students. Also, our biggest event we are
trying to do, what this proclamation is stating is for having games and such on the plaza. Also, please if
you have any ideas feel free to come by. This proclamation was drafted by josh, thanks!
Chair Rosenthal: We will now begin 15 mins of Q and A.
Senator Lindell: Does that mean the designs are no longer student made?
Director Gertner: They would still participate by voting.
Senator Bunting: Are we running forever green Fridays every week?
Director Gertner: We will be out there every single Friday promoting forever green and forever rams.
Senator Wang: Can you elaborate more on how you are going to advertise about forever green Fridays
since other groups are already doing similar things like housing and dining wear your green?
Director Gertner: We met with OTP and already had good conversations with them. We also are
thinking of allowing students to ring the old Main bell through this every Friday. We also don't want you
to think these are in place since they are just ideas now.
Assn. Senator Murray: What is a presidential proclamation?

Note: This is referencing the weeks presidential proclamation shown on-screen during the session.
Parliamentarian Vaishampayan: It is like a resolution for the executive saying how the Executive will act
and is their opinion and binding on them.
Assn. Senator Bever: I just wanted to add to what Senator Wang is saying, since housing and dinning is
already doing this, maybe we can do something similar for everyone not just those in the residence
halls.
Senator Aubrey: Are there any plans to involve the Alumni Assn?
Director Gertner: We are already in contact through the old main bell and we are absolutely for working
with them.
Adviser Mann: Just for clarification, admissions, res life and others have what's supposed to have
something campus wide called get-your-green on and they are very proud of that, we should work with
them before considering renaming this ourselves.
Chair Brown: Any other questions? We will now move into our presentation from President Silva and VP
Wells
Wall Street Journal
President Silva: Awesome, hope everyone had a great summer, originally, we were going to present on
a project we were working on all summer, instead of doing that we are going to acknowledge mistakes
that were made with this deal. The deal a lot of you probably heard about the wall street journal deal.
Vice-President Wells: This was an idea from the beginning of summer we had for getting student more
sources, it's something we always wanted to keep in executive budget moving forward with.
President Silva: We sought out multiple partners with this after hearing concerns with the process we
put it on hold, we want to make sure procedural things are handled correctly, if we could do it over we
would.
Chair Brown: We will now have 15 minutes of Q and A.
Senator Nordstrom: You said you're putting it on hold, how long and what is happening to funding?
President Silva: Our next step is making sure we get process right.
Vice-President Wells: At this moment no funds have been pulled.
Senator Nordstrom: In regards to the program itself, it's been brought to my attention we have
subscriptions of the times, and the wall street journal through the library, what value would this bring?
President Silva: Essentially the library gets articles from a database, this would be much more
comprehensive.
Senator Aubrey: Do you have any ideas on what we can do to facilitate more inter-branch discussion in
the future?
President Silva: Over the summer, Speaker Brown compiled a contact list, this is wonderful since we can
connect on an individual basis, my door is always open and I'd be happy to drop into committee
meetings.
Senator Henshaw: So, I know you guys got lots of partnerships for this deal does postponing this
jeopardize these relationships?
Vice-President Wells: Hard to say, but since it hasn't been expended it should be fine.
President Silva: As Michael said nothing has been spent for us now the priority is getting things right
Senator Kneucker: Did you have any intent of breaking protocol and should we be concerned in the
future?
President Silva: If we could do it again we would do it differently, I would say it is a good learning lesson
for us.
Senator Wang: So, I'm relatively new to the Senate, do we have partnerships with other schools since
when I stayed at University of Boston they had Wall Street Journal can we learn from those success
stories?

Vice President Wells: I think there is definitely input we can get from other universities, a lot of this is
standard across the board.
President Silva: Our go to salesperson on that allowed us to ask the questions, we asked to see what
other schools are doing and how that is working.
Student Lensky: I'm confused what protocol you broke, from my previous experience as VP we did
contracts during the summer?
President Silva: My personal values are openness and community, I think we could have been better at
communicating. As for a statue in the constitution, we want to be better at the communication piece.
Vice President Wells: It's a weird thing but any contract we negotiate needs to be brought in front of
the Senate.
Senator Mounts: Where are the funds coming from in the WSJ proposal?
President Silva: Commitment to campus, deans' offices.
Senator Mounts: Can you further clarify where the money coming from?
President Silva: A good piece can fall under my discretionary and the rest under the director of
innovation and technology.
Senator Lindell: Are these contracts already signed?
President Silva: I have not.
Senator Lindell: Have you violated the constitution?
President Silva: In terms of the actual constitution and governing documents, violations did not occur.
Senator Martin: Clarifying question, why was this idea implemented and put into effect during the
summer when no communication and collaboration was happening.
President Silva: As you said we wish we had done the communication process better, as you said. We
had this opportunity come up then and we wanted to have this done as close as we can to the start of
school with other timelines on when we wanted to have it up.
Chair Brown: Any more primary speakers with questions? No, okay we will move into the secondary
speakers list.
Senator Aubrey: Did you intend to write a funding bill.
President Silva: We budgeted for it under the executive budget without having to do any magic. That is
the current plan to bring it as a pilot project in our existing funds.
Chair Brown: Any other questions? No, okay.
Swearing in of new members
Chair Brown: If all new members can come up, if you could come up and then after you can sit in the
body.
Motion: To move into a 10-minute recess. Moved and seconded then passed 13-11-0. Recess begins at
7:43PM, meeting reconvened at 7:57PM.
Chair Brown: Please find your seats we are going to move into committee chair elections, as a reminder
we have 3 internal committees all these internal committees are required for senators to attend, we
have an external, internal and university issues committee which you can find out more about in the
green and gold book. Process wise, if you are interested you should ask someone around you to
nominate you then you will accept or decline. Any questions about procedure? So, we will begin with
elections for Internal Affairs.
Elections for Internal Affairs
Senator Martin: I would like to nominate Senator Connor Cheadle. [Nomination Accepted]
Senator Henshaw: I would like to nominate Senator Liam Aubrey. [Nomination Accepted]
Senator Sullivan: I nominate Senator Murray. [Nomination Declined]
Connor Cheadle – Presentation
Senator Cheadle: I was part of PLP and Senator Martin's Vice Chair last year. Now moving on I have a
couple of ideas on what to do with internal, at retreat we talked about a lot of structural things we can

do with the constitution. For example, there are some invalid loops and structural/grammatical errors in
the constitution. We can draft one bill for the structure and separate bills for larger changes such as
college council relationships.
Chair Brown: We will now have 5 minutes Q and A.
Assn. Senator Murray: How busy is your life schedule
Senator Cheadle: I designed my schedule to be less busy because 21 credits was a lot last semester but I
definitely have the time to do it and would love to.
Chair Brown: Any other questions? No, Send in Senator Aubrey
Senator Aubrey – Presentation
Senator Aubrey: First of all I would like to thank you all, I see this role as a facilitator and I think our
greatest strength in ASCSU is you. I want to be a committee chair to help us be as productive as possible
for the students. The opportunity to serve you and the students by putting out high quality legislation is
important. I want to serve as a servant leader and would be honored.
Assn. Senator Murray: What is your credit load and how will you balance?
Senator Aubrey: I am taking 15 credits and I spend a lot of time on campus, I don’t think it will be an
issue as far as time goes. It would also be an opportunity to be more innvolved in senate.
Assn. Senator Murray: What legislation writing experience do you have?
Senator Aubrey: Last year on Uni Issues committee I saw Senator Horowitz do a good job facilitating
discussion and critical thinking. He always challenged me and I want to help everyone who sits on my
committee to help everyone clearly articulate what they bring to bills.
Senator Bunting: So, you talked a lot about facilitation and communication, how will you help new
students?
Senator Aubrey: When I was a new senator I definitely had to sit back for a moment, I really hope new
senators come to my meetings so they can see the process and input in shaping a bill and especially with
lots of people and opinions on committees, for them to come and to provide an environment where
they are not intimidated and can take examples from other experienced Senators.
Chair Brown: Any other questions? Seeing none, if you could go wait in the hall. Ok so we will now enter
10 minutes of discussion.
[REDACTED] Personnel Discussion – Full minutes kept in records
Motion: Motion to previous question, moved and seconded, 28-0-2, Passed moves to secret ballot
Vote: Senator Cheadle elected as Internal Affairs Committee Chair
External Affairs
Senator Cheadle: Senator Martin, Accepted
Senator Henshaw: Senator Aubrey, Accepted
Senator Martin – Presentation
Senator Martin: I'm back! Good evening Senators, firstly, I would like to say after doing this half a
semester I can't get enough. From my past experience, Mr. Duane Hansen helped me grow as a leader,
it's not to not apparent I have been a major leader in ASCSU. I think I can bring my ASCSU leadership and
student leadership into this role.
Chair Brown: Any questions? Seeing none, please bring Senator Aubrey in.
Senator Aubrey – Presentation
Senator Aubrey: For the sake of time I won't reiterate my presentation.
Chair Brown: Any questions? Seeing none, if you could please go into the hallway. We will now enter
discussion and debate.
[REDACTED] Personnel Discussion – Full minutes kept in records
Chair Brown: We will now move into a secret ballot vote
Vote: Senator Martin elected as external committee chair
University Affairs

Senator Nordstrom: Senator Lindell, Accept
Senator Sullivan: Senator Murray, Accept
Director Syron: Senator Sullivan, Decline
Senator Dahl: Senator Aubrey, Accept
Senator Lindell – Presentation
Senator Lindell: Hello everyone, I am Josh Lindell, the Senator for Co Lib Arts. I love productivity and am
really busy but I want to bring this committee into my life so it is a bigger part of it. I learned a lot from
Chair Martin and wanted to expand that love he taught me. I am also in the PLP and RHA and I wanted
to expand my leadership and this would be a great way. I was also captain of my speech and debate
team and was inspired by the diversity of opinions while also gaining an appreciation of parli pro.
Looking at my goals I want to focus on producing legislation since that is what committees are for. I also
have a huge emphasis on constituents and want to work with them to really help with legislation. I also
want to ensure anyone in these committees feels welcome in my committee.
Chair Brown: Any questions, seeing none, send in Assn Senator Murray please.
Assn. Senator Murray – Presentation
Assn. Senator Murray: Hi there, some of you I met at the retreat, some I met last year. I am currently an
Assn. Senator for the Co Lib Arts. I am horrible at public speaking but I want you to know how good I am
at one on one conversations. In my time I have learned a lot about parli pro and legislation writing. One
of the bills I wrote was closing the diversity bill loophole. It was a loophole left by the diversity bill
because there was supposed to be a petition process. My work helped remove this liability. My plan for
the committee is to get senators back into legislation writing as I feel we didn't do as much last year
Chair Brown: Any questions?
Senator Wright: What do your time commitments look like?
Assn. Senator Murray: I am taking 14 credits but I find it really easy to fit things in my schedule
Chair Brown: Any other questions, Send in Senator Aubrey
Senator Aubrey – Presentation
Senator Aubrey: I will keep it brief. I believe in what we do and want to help all of you to represent your
constituents effectively. I love seeing people grow in this organization and want to be a leader to help
people grow.
Chair Brown: Any questions?
Senator Bunting: What do you want to do with Uni Issues committee?
Senator Aubrey: I want to ensure that the bill presented have a lot of substance and to help newer
members gain confidence and learn how to contribute in all spaces. Seeing how I impacted it as a
younger senator helped me grow into who I am today and increased my willingness to speak up. Not
only to produce quality legislation but to also help people who come to my committee grow.
Senator Huber: My Question was answered
Senator Mounts: Do you feel comfortable helping people with legislation?
Senator Aubrey: I would absolutely love the opportunity to sit down with people of many perspectives
to come to a consensus on how to make bills the most effective they can be.
Chair Brown: Any other questions? If not discussion and debate.
[REDACTED] Personnel Discussion – Full minutes kept in records
Vote: Senator Lindel elected as Chair of Uni Issues Committee
Swearing in of Chairs
Chief Justice Anderson: Please raise your right hand and repeat after me... [ Proceeds to deliver oath to
newly elected members] ... Congratulations.
Reports
Chair Brown: parliamentarian could you start the confidence clock. To explain new business is first
readings of legislation. It will be presented then sent to a committee then we will see it again and take a

vote. Any questions? After that we will move into reports for any of the branches. Are there any
Executive reports?
Director Maxwell: I am director of multimedia, so I think speaker brown has emailed you all about
sending headshots if you could send those to me at ASCSU_multimedia@mail.colostate.edu for the time
being. In addition once everything starts going and there is anything you want advertised on the website
we can talk about having that added. Any questions?
Chair Brown: Any exec reports, no okay let's move into judicial reports, no okay let's move into
legislative officer reports.
Parliamentarian Vaishampayan: I help facilitate the body in terms of maintaining order. Please come to
me if you have any questions I can help you with. I also help with placards which are very sparse right
now. We had the placards from the May session but we just found those so those will be out next time.
If you just got ratified I will be making those. If you weren't ratified but still don't have one come find
me.
Speaker Pro Tempore Rosenthal: I wanted to thank you all for being here today. It is quite impressive to
see everyone. I just wanted to reiterate that if you are going to be absent please let me know.
Furthermore, I am a great point of contact for legislation advice. Let's have a great year.
Recruitment and Retention Officer Stott: I am the R and R officer for the Senate. My role is to bring
people into this body and to train them to be successful then retain them for the whole year. You will be
seeing some emails from me on fun activities. If you have any questions or people interested in joining
let me know.
Chair Brown: Hi, I'm the speaker of the Senate and I oversee the leadership here. To bring you up to
date on the things happening you should have seen the green and gold book, we have been updating
those to help you. Also as a fun announcement we will be doing a cool monthly award, the Golden
Gavel. One will be given by leadership and the other by peer vote. We are hoping to get cool golden
gavel lapel pins. We will start that in the end of September. We have also been approached by another
school to go to a student government conference. Please let me know if you want to go, there are extra
spots. Any questions?
Adviser Mann: Next week at 5PM in here all members of ASCSU must attend a sexual harassment
training in here [ASCSU Senate Chambers] an email will be sent out next week.
Chair Brown: Usually we would also move into committee reports but since we don't have those
Director Syron has an announcement.
Director Syron: If you are interested in checking out large student fee expenditures check out UFFAB.
This is one of the largest boards. Thursday at 5PM we have free food and this is a great way to get
involved. Go to your college council or talk to me to become a member at large.
Officer Johnson: If I could speak on behalf of ATFAB. If you have ever ridden a bus here in Fort Collins
that's us. We are also looking at trail and bike expansions. It's probable that you already have a rep but if
you're interested we are having associates. Our retreat at wild boar is this Saturday.
Chair Brown: These are great examples of external committees that you all can serve on.
Director Maxwell: Tuesdays at 4PM UTFAB meets and that's also a great committee.
Senator Reports
Senator Nordstrom: A violation of section 801 and Article I Section D of the code of ethics for the WSJ
contract which will be paid from the exec budget. Article I Section D Part 5 in which President Silva
claimed an official stance without input from ASCSU
Chair Brown: Ok, so there are a couple ways that impeachments can begin how many people have
signed this.
Senator Nordstrom: 13 people
Chair Brown: If you could deliver this petition to the chair. Okay so you probably have some questions.
After the Senate receives this we have a period of 1 week in which this can be added to or taken away

from. Individuals can sign it or take their name off. Going forward into the following week of senate we
will be forming an impeachment committee outlined in our impeachment procedures. This consists of all
branches of ASCSU including 2 members from the branch of the member. There must be 5-total from all
the branches. That will happen during the ratification and swearing of new members next week. Are
there any procedural questions? No, alright I would direct you to our advisers Pam and Bruce in the back
and Kim. Also, our supreme court has a lot of information and will be a great resource. We will be
figuring this out alongside you.
Assn. Senator Pritchard: I am trying to get some legislation passed that Colorado state university
athletics will not allow scholarships for any students convicted of sexual assault that Is something I have
been trying to write for a long time.
Senator Cromer: Something I wanted to plug in on APACC, Chai to Understand is next Tuesday at 5PM in
room 333 LSC.
Senator Corliss: College of Ag has the Ag innovation Summit next week; former Secretary of Ag Vilsack is
speaking. Following that Saturday Ag day is occurring if you are interested in a great lunch that goes with
that. This one does have a ticket and it will be on the... talk to me afterwards. It is a great Colorado
advocacy part all of the food served there is grown here. Also, Ag venture is at the end of September
where 3rd and 5th graders go out to ARDEC to experience agriculture. Also, September 25-27 is a
diversity symposium I am still learning more to come with that unfortunately I forgot the name of the
speaker.
Senator Castaneda: Our eagle feather tutoring is available now and is free walk in and appointment
open 8-5 M-F.
Senator Wang: Just wanted to clarify is that Ag Venture for all ages?
Chair Brown: To clarify go directly to Senator Corliss for that question. New Chairs don’t forget about
our 7 AM leadership meeting. This will be the first week for office hours due at Friday 5 PM sharp. This
will be sent out by google docs. In addition, most of you if you were not new were sent an entrance
evaluation so we can quantitatively asses that throughout the year everyone is required to complete
that. If you are brand new to senate please come see the parliamentarian so we can pass this on to you.
Senator Stott: Going to Old Chicago after this for anyone that would like to come. So, anyone that wants
to please come.
Chief Justice Anderson: The associate Justice position is now open at
ASCSU_Supreme_Court@Mail.Colostate.edu so I encourage anyone to come and learn about that. It is a
great opportunity
Director Syron: I want to reiterate, coming to Old Chicago would be a great way of getting to know one
another so please take advantage of this opportunity. I guarantee you the reward of hanging out will be
great.
Chair Brown: The last thing we will do is the fight song.
/End of Minutes/ 9:14 PM

